CellTrust Corporation Introduces SecureSMS TRACK ANYWHERE to
Archive Standard SMS Text Messages between Customers and
Financial Institutions without an APP on Customers’ phones
CellTrust’s New Compliant Secure Mobile Communication Solution for Financial Services
SecureSMS TRACK for Samsung Mobile SAFE™ Smartphones and Tablets Enables Financial
Institutions to Control and Archive the Mobile Communication Channel without Impacting the
Customer Experience
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA – May 20, 2013 – CellTrust Corporation, the recognized

worldwide leader in secure mobile communication (www.celltrust.com), today
announced the launch of CellTrust SecureSMS® TRACK, developed specifically for the
financial services industry, featuring CellTrust’s compliant messaging and voice
technology and the enhanced security the Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC
(“Samsung Mobile”) SAFE™ Application Programming Interface (API) provides.
SecureSMS TRACK ANYWHERE allows employees to communicate with each other
with encrypted text messages inside the financial institution. When customers outside
the financial institution contact their investment advisor with standard SMS - the text
exchange is automatically archived per regulatory compliance without the need for an
APP on the customers’ phones. Should an employee no longer be with the firm, or be
out of the office, the administrator can redirect the customer’s text and voice calls to
another employee without impacting the customer experience.
CellTrust will launch its SecureSMS TRACK solution at booth #37 at FINRA's 2013
Annual Conference taking place in Washington, DC, on May 20 – 22, 2013.
Since 2009, the pressure to secure the mobile financial communication channel has
increased dramatically as financial institutions around the world have cumulatively paid
billions in fines for a range of financial communication and other violations - many of
which were conducted through non-compliant electronic communication channels many of them mobile. Regulatory scrutiny is expected to grow as smartphones and
tablet devices begin to play an ever more important role in the life of both financial
service professionals and their customers.
“We’re looking forward to working with CellTrust to address the unique needs of the
financial services industry,” said Tim Wagner, Vice President & General Manager of the
Enterprise Business Unit at Samsung Mobile. “By embracing our SAFE (Samsung For
Enterprise) platform, CellTrust helps bring regulatory compliance to market through our
portfolio of highly-desirable mobile devices.”

CellTrust SecureSMS TRACK has been engineered specifically for the financial
services sector with compliance in mind on the CellTrust SecureCORE™ - comprised of
the Secure Mobile Information Management (SMIM) Platform, SecureSMS Gateway,
and the Financial Grade Communication Integration Server (FGCIS). CellTrust’s FGCIS
resides within the CellTrust SecureCORE providing a safe, redundant, auditable, and
traceable means to protect and track mobile financial communication inside or outside
the financial institution. CellTrust is the only Secure SMS technology provider with a
dedicated SMS gateway capable of dual-channel (Data/Wi-Fi and TCCC failover)
communication protected through military grade 256 bit AES encryption.
“CellTrust SecureSMS TRACK ANYWHERE connects customers with their investment
and financial advisors while enabling regulatory compliance of the mobile
communication channel,” said Sean Moshir, CEO and Chairman of CellTrust
Corporation. “SecureSMS TRACK ANYWHERE works with either Corporate Liable or
BYOD mobile strategies and keeps the financial institution in control of all mobile
communication with their customers.”
About CellTrust Corporation
CellTrust is the leading provider of Secure Mobile Communication and Mobile
Aggregation for Financial Services, Healthcare, Government, and Enterprise across
200+ countries and over 800 carriers and mobile operators, enabling compliance to
HIPAA, SOX, FISMA and other compliance standards. CellTrust SecureSMS® is
available as an industry specific solution; CellTrust SecureSMS® PULSE for secure
mobile healthcare communication; CellTrust SecureSMS® TRACK for secure mobile
financial communication; CellTrust SecureSMS® VENTURE for secure mobile
enterprise communication and CellTrust SecureSMS® COMMAND for secure mobile
government communication.
www.celltrust.com
SAFE™ Disclaimer of Warranties: EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THEIR
STANDARD END USER LICENSE AND WARRANTY, TO THE FULL EXTENT
PERMITTED BY LAW SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD., SAMSUNG
TELECOMMUNICATIONS AMERICA, LLC, AND THEIR AFFILIATES (COLLECTIVELY
REFERRED TO HEREIN AS THE “SAMSUNG ENTITIES”) EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM
ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,
INTEROPERABILITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, WITH RESPECT TO INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY SECURITY PROTECTION, SAFE™ DEVICES AND APPLICATIONS
TESTED WITH SAFE™ DEVICES. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE SAMSUNG ENTITIES
BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER WITH RESPECT TO
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SECURITY PROTECTION, SAFE™ DEVICES OR
APPLICATIONS TESTED WITH SAFE™ DEVICES. In addition, information technology
security protection will be affected by features or functionality associated with, among
other things the e-mail platform, master data management, and virtual private network
solutions selected by the software provider, solution provider or user. Choice of an email, master data management, and virtual private network solution is at the sole

discretion of the software provider, solution provider or user and any associated effect
on information technology security protection is solely the responsibility of the software
provider, solution provider or user. For complete statement of limited warranty, please
refer to www.samsung.com/us/safe, available on the web and where Samsung
smartphone and Galaxy Tab™ devices are sold.
© Samsung Telecommunications America, LLC. Samsung and SAFE are trademarks
of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Other
company names, product names and marks mentioned herein are property of their
respective owners and may be trademarks or registered trademarks.
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